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What is the Migrant Education Program? 
 
The Migrant Education Program (MEP) is a federally funded program, authorized by Part 
C of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). The No Child Left 
Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) reauthorizes the ESEA of 1965. The Office of Migrant 
Education (OME) in the U.S. Department of Education is responsible for the Migrant 
Education Program. 
 
The MEP provides supplemental services to migrant students to help them succeed in the 
regular school program, meet the challenging state academic content and student 
academic achievement standards that all children are expected to meet, and graduate from 
high school.  
 
More specifically, the goals of the MEP are to: 
 
 Support high-quality and comprehensive educational programs for migrant 

children in order to reduce the educational disruption and other problems that can 
result from repeated moves. 

 
 Ensure that migrant children who move among the states are not penalized in any 

manner by disparities among the states in curriculum, graduation requirements, 
and state academic content and student academic achievement standards. 

 
 Ensure that migrant children are provided with appropriate educational services 

(including supportive services) that address their special needs in a coordinated 
and efficient manner. 

 
 Ensure that migrant children receive full and appropriate opportunities to meet the 

same challenging state academic content and student academic achievement 
standards that all children are expected to meet. 

 
 Design programs to help migrant children overcome educational disruption, 

cultural and language barriers, social isolation, various health-related problems, 
and other factors that inhibit their ability to do well in school, and to prepare them 
to make a successful transition to postsecondary education or employment. 

 
 Ensure that migrant children benefit from state and local systemic reforms. (See 

section 1301 of the statute.). 
 
How did the Migrant Program begin? 
 
In 1964, the Federal Office of Education funded an interstate task force to ascertain the 
educational needs of migrant children. The task force, originally composed of 
representatives from Arizona, California, Florida, Oregon and Washington, reported that 
“special programs” were essential in order to improve the prospects for success of these 
disadvantaged students. They added that any efforts should take into consideration the 
interstate nature of migrant children’s constant mobility (Prewitt-Diaz, Trotter, & Rivera, 
1989). 
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In 1965, Congress created the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and 
Title I of the Act authorized a national program for disadvantaged children. In 1966, Title 
I of the ESEA was amended to create the Migrant Education Program, in an effort to 
address the discontinuity of education caused by a migratory lifestyle. The No Child Left 
Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) reauthorizes the ESEA of 1965. 
 
Why Migrant families? 
 
The legislation targets migrant families because a migratory lifestyle of moving within 
and across school and state district boundaries has a distinct impact on children’s 
opportunities to be successful in school. 
 
Children of migrant families often have poor school attendance, poor nutrition, 
inadequate housing, language barriers and health problems, all of which cause school 
interruptions and put them at risk of failing or dropping out of school. 
 
What is the purpose of this manual? 
 
This manual was designed as a reference and training tool to assist N.C. MEP staff in the 
process of identifying and recruiting migrant families. It includes eligibility criteria and 
also practical components such as how to complete a COE, how to conduct successful 
eligibility interviews, and how to develop an ID&R Plan. Other legal issues, crucial to 
better recruit and serve migrant families, are also included. 
 
The information included in the manual reflects the N.C. MEP policies in reference to 
identification and recruitment. 
 
Keeping an updated manual on ID&R is a challenge due to periodic changes mandated by 
the state or the federal government. The presentation of the manual in a binder divided by 
chapters facilitates the process of updating it as needed. When new information is 
released, it should be added to the manual and any obsolete information would be 
removed. 
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The role of Identification and Recruitment: 
 
Recruiting migrant children and families is considered the cornerstone of the MEP. 
 
Identifying and recruiting all eligible migrant students is crucial because: 
 
 The children who are most in need of program services are often those who are 

the most difficult to find. 
 
 Many migrant children would not fully benefit from school, and in some cases, 

would not attend school, if they were not identified and recruited into the MEP. 
 
 Children cannot receive MEP services without a record of eligibility. 

 
Funds used to serve migrant children are allocated to the state education agency (SEA). 
In North Carolina, the SEA is the Department of Public Instruction (DPI). Funds are 
allocated based on the number of students identified as migrant and enrolled in local 
MEPs. The MEP Non-Regulatory Guidance, Chapter III, Part A, states: 
 
“The State Educational Agency (SEA) is responsible for the proper and timely 
identification and recruitment of all eligible migrant children, including securing 
pertinent information to document the basis of a child’s eligibility…  SEAs or their 
operating agencies record eligibility data on a Certificate of Eligibility (COE). Recruiters 
obtain the data by interviewing the person responsible for the child, or the child him or 
herself, in cases where the child moves on his or her own.” 
 
What does ID&R mean? 
 
For the purpose of the MEP, the term ID&R is synonymous with recruitment. 
 
According to the MEP Non-Regulatory Guidance, identification means determining the 
location and presence of migrant children. In other words, the term refers to the action of 
identifying or knowing where potential qualifying workers/families may be located. 
 
Recruitment means making contact with migrant families, explaining the MEP, securing 
the necessary information to make a determination that the child is eligible for the MEP, 
and recording the basis of the child’s eligibility on a COE. 
 
Identification and Recruitment in the North Carolina MEP: 
 
The N.C. MEP allocates MEP funds directly to the local education agency/organization 
(LEA/O) upon review and approval of a MEP application submitted by any interested 
LEA/O. The amount of the allocation is based on a funding formula that includes the 
headcount of the migrant students enrolled in the LEA/O MEP. 
 
Each LEA/O employs its own recruiter(s), who is (are) under the supervision of the 
LEA/O MEP director or another assigned MEP staff. 
 
The N.C. Department of Public Instruction (DPI) employs regional recruiters to identify 
and recruit migrant children in the counties that do not have a migrant program.  The 
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N.C. Department of Public Instruction (DPI), also employs a “State ID&R Coordinator” 
who provides training, technical assistance, quality control, and related functions for 
LEA/O recruiters. 
 
In summary, North Carolina’s recruitment function is decentralized.  It is the function of 
the statewide ID& R coordinator, in collaboration with the state director and data 
manager, to increase and strengthen the level of standardization and consistency across 
the state. 
 
The Role of the Recruiter: 
 
According to the MEP Non-Regulatory Guidance, Chapter III, Part A, page 42, the 
primary responsibilities of a recruiter are: 
 
 To obtain information provided by parents, guardians, and others regarding the 

child’s eligibility for the MEP; 
 
 To make determinations of eligibility; and 

 
 To accurately and clearly record information that establishes that a child is 

eligible for the MEP on a COE or like form. 
 
 To determine the child’s eligibility on the basis of the statute, regulations, and 

policies that the SEA implements. 
 
 To follow quality assurance procedures. 

 
 To record information that is specific enough to be understood by a 

knowledgeable independent reviewer. 
 
Steps to Identify and Recruit Migrant Children: 
 
There are several steps that recruiters go through in identifying and recruiting migrant 
children: 
 
1. Getting Ready: Finding Migrant Children and their Families 
 
 Knowing the area, finding out “why migrant families move to the LEA,” and 

identifying where families are likely to reside are key aspects to consider with 
ID&R. Recruiters should establish a network of local resources by building 
relationships with community agencies, growers, agri-businesses, and service 
providers who work with and/or employ potentially qualifying families and their 
children. 

 
 Next, decisions are made on when to begin recruiting, where to concentrate 

recruitment efforts, and how to deploy recruiters. (Refer to Section VI of this 
manual for further information on how to develop an ID&R plan.) 
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 Where do families reside?  How long will families stay in the area?  Who can 
assist the recruiter in keeping track of families’ movements?  Are the children 
enrolled in school? These are questions that recruiters should investigate. 

 
 Recruiters need to develop and maintain a cooperative network that will assist 

them in their search for potentially eligible children who may be traveling on their 
own or with their families. 

 
2. Interviewing Families 
 
 Each recruiter has his or her own style of interviewing families. Developing a 

good rapport with the family is crucial in obtaining information. Appropriate 
questions must be asked to establish MEP eligibility. Ask as many questions as 
needed to determine eligibility. Recruiters must have a good understanding of 
eligibility criteria. 

 
 To conduct appropriate interviews, recruiters need to be aware of special 

circumstances, such as cultural and linguistic differences. 
 
 Recruiters must have the ability to communicate in the family’s native language 

or know how to effectively use translators/interpreters. 
 
 The interview is an excellent opportunity to assess families’ needs. 

 
3. Explaining the MEP 
 
 Recruiters must be able to inform families/workers about the MEP. Avoid using 

the word “migrant” in the initial contact with the family because the sound of this 
word is similar to the sound of the Spanish word “migra,” which, among most 
Latino families, is associated with the word “immigration” and the Homeland 
Security Department. Recruiters may consider introducing themselves as part of 
the local school system staff. 

 
 The recruiter must also inform the families/workers what services they may 

receive if they are found to be eligible for the migrant program. Due to the 
diversity of program options across the state, recruiters must be knowledgeable 
about the services that the program provides in their LEA. 

 
 It is the recruiter’s decision if information regarding services is provided before or 

after qualifying the family/worker for the MEP. The recruiter should make sure 
that the information obtained is accurate to prevent false information being 
conveyed due to the family’s/worker’s desire to receive MEP services. 

 
4. Determining Eligibility 
 
 This is a crucial part of a recruiter’s job. Depending on the information gathered, 

the recruiter must decide whether the family/worker meets eligibility criteria. 
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 The decision on eligibility must be able to be confirmed by any other 
recruiter/interviewer in compliance with the state quality assurance system. The 
program’s integrity relies on the judgment and decisions made by recruiters. 

 
5. Completing the COE 
 
 A COE must be completed and approved for each family/worker before they can 

receive services. 
 
 Refer to Section IV of this manual for further information on how to complete a 

COE. 
 
 Refer families with needs who do not qualify for the MEP to the appropriate 

person or agency. 
 
Characteristics of Successful Recruiters: 
 

Responsible 
Efficient 
Caring 
Reliable 
Uninhibited 
Intelligent 
Talented 
Eager 
Resourceful 

 
A successful recruiter should also develop or strengthen these characteristics in 
themselves by being: 
 
Prepared  Friendly  Organized  Patient 
Empathetic  Confident  Diplomatic  Professional 
Polite   Respectful  Trustworthy  Realistic 
Assertive  Flexible  Independent  Self-starter 
 
Able to deal with people at all levels 
Sensitive to cultural differences 
An advocate of education 
Able to control emotional involvement 
An appropriate dresser 
Willing to talk to strangers 
Able to tolerate rejection 
Able to work under time constraints 
Persistent without being intrusive or offensive 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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An effective communicator who: 
 
 Is honest 
 Is open and direct 
 Has good listening skills 
 Is an effective writer and speaker 
 Asks questions appropriately 
 Is able to conduct surveys 
 Gives and receives feedback 
 
Informed/knowledgeable about: 
 
 Migrant programs and their regulations 
 Migrants and mobility 
 Local agriculture and fishing activities 
 Community agencies and services available 
 Legal services 
 Employment opportunities in the community 
 Language and customs of migrant populations 
 LEA’s geographical area 
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Child Eligibility: 
 
Children are eligible to receive MEP services if they meet the definitions of “migratory 
child” and “eligible children” in the MEP statute and regulations (or met them previously 
and qualify for continuation of services under section 1304 (e)), and if the basis for their 
eligibility is properly recorded on a certificate of eligibility (COE).  The term "migratory 
child" is defined in section 1309(2) of the statute and section 200.81(ee) of the 
regulations.  The term “eligible” is defined in section 1115(b)(1)(A) of the statute and the 
term “children” is defined in section 200.103(a) of the regulations.  Determining whether 
a child meets these definitions requires careful consideration and depends on a recruiter’s 
assessment of information presented by a parent, spouse, or guardian responsible for the 
child, or by the child if the child is the migratory worker who is eligible for MEP services 
in his or her own right. 
. 
This chapter discusses issues of child eligibility and how SEAs may make these 
important determinations. 
 
Statutory Requirements: 
 
Sections 1115(b)(1)(A) and 1309 of Title I, Part C 
 
Regulatory Requirements: 
 
34 CFR 200.81, 200.103 
 
Migratory Child: 
 
What is the definition of “migratory child”? 
 
According to sections 1115(b)(1)(A) (incorporated into the MEP program by virtue of 
sections 1304(c)(2)) and 1309(2) of the statute and section 200.81(e) and 200.103(a) of 
the regulations, a child is a “migratory child” and is eligible for MEP services if all of the 
following conditions are met: 
 
 The child is not older than 21 years of age; and 

 
 The child is entitled to a free public education (through grade 12) under State Law 

or is below the age of compulsory school attendance); and 
 

 The child is a migratory agricultural worker or a migratory fisher, or the child has 
a parent, spouse, or guardian who is a migratory agricultural worker or a 
migratory fisher; and 
 

 The child moved within the preceding 36 months in order to seek or obtain 
qualifying work, or to accompany or join the migratory agricultural worker or 
migratory fisher identified above, who moved within the preceding 36 months in 
order to seek or obtain qualifying work; and 

 
 With regard to the move identified above, the child: 
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 has moved from one school district to another; or 
 

 in a State that is comprised of a single school district, has moved 
from one administrative area to another within such district; or 

 
 resides in a school district of more than 15,000 square miles and 

migrates a distance of 20 miles or more to a temporary residence to 
engage in or to accompany or join a parent, spouse, or guardian 
who engages in a fishing activity. 

 
Note that the terms “migratory agricultural worker,” migratory fisher,” “move or moved,” 
“in order to obtain,” and “qualifying work” are defined in section 200.81 of the 
regulations and discussed in sections C through H of this chapter. 
 
Is there a difference between a child who is eligible to receive MEP services and one 
who is counted for State funding purposes? 
 
Yes.  Any child, birth through age 21, who meets the statutory definition of “migratory 
child” (or who is eligible for continuation of services under section 1304(e)) is eligible to 
receive MEP services.  However, as provided in section 1303(a)(1)(A) of the statute, only 
migratory children ages 3 through 21 may be counted for State funding purposes. 
 
Is a child eligible for MEP services after finishing high school? 
 
Generally, no.  Under section 1309(2), a migratory child is a “child” who meets the 
specific eligibility requirements for the MEP.  While the MEP statute does not further 
define who is a “child,” section 1304(c)(2) incorporates by reference the requirement to 
carry our MEP projects consistent with the basic objective of section 1115(b), which 
defines eligible children to include: 
 

 children not older than age 21 who are entitled to a free public education 
through grade 12, and 

 
 children who are not yet at a grade level at which the local educational 

agency provides a free public education. 
 
See also 34 CFR 200.103(a). 
 
Once a migrant child has received a high school diploma or its equivalent, the individual 
is no longer entitled to a free public education through grade 12 under State law and, 
therefore, is not eligible as a “child” to receive MEP services. 
 
However, in some circumstances, it might be possible that a child who finished high 
school may be eligible for MEP services because, under State law, he or she may still be 
entitled to a free public education through grade 12. 
 
Is a child who graduated from high school in his or her native country eligible for 
the MEP? 
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It depends.  If the child is considered under State law to be eligible to receive a free 
public education through grade 12 and otherwise meets the definition of “migratory 
child,” the child is eligible for MEP. 
 
Are “out-of-school youth” eligible for MEP services? 
 
Yes.  For the purposes of the MEP, the Department considers the term “out-of-school 
youth” to mean youth up through age 21 who are entitled to a free public education in the 
State but who are not currently enrolled in a K-12 school and who meet the definition of 
“migratory child.”  It would not include preschoolers.  Out-of-school youth who meet this 
definition as well as all other MEP eligibility criteria are eligible for the MEP. 
 
What is the definition of “emancipated youth”? 
 
The Department considers an emancipated youth to be children under the age of majority 
(in accordance to State law) who are no longer under the control of a parent or guardian 
and who are solely responsible for their own welfare.  In order to be eligible for the MEP, 
these youth may not be older than 21 years of age. 
 
Are emancipated youth eligible for MEP services? 
 
Yes.  Emancipated youth are eligible for the MEP so long as they meet the definition of a 
“migratory child.”  Out-of-school youth may or may not be “emancipated youth.” 
 
Guardians and Spouses: 
 
May MEP eligibility be based on a guardian’s status as a migrant worker? 
 
Yes.  Section 200.81(e) of the regulations specifically includes a child’s move to 
accompany or join a guardian who is a migratory agricultural worker or a migratory 
fisher as a basis for a child’s eligibility. 
 
Who is a “guardian” for MEP purposes? 
 
The Department considers a guardian to be any person who stands in the place of the 
child’s parent (“in loco parentis”), whether by voluntarily accepting responsibility for the 
child’s welfare or by a court order.  
 
Is a legal document necessary to establish guardianship? 
 
No.  As long as the guardian stands in the place of the child’s parent and accepts 
responsibility for the child’s welfare, a legal document establishing the relationship is not 
necessary. 
 
May a sibling act as a guardian to other siblings? 
 
Yes.  If a working sibling acknowledges responsibility for the child’s welfare and stands 
in the place of the child’s parent, the child may be eligible based on the working sibling’s 
qualifying employment and qualifying move. 
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Must a recruiter see a marriage certificate or other legal document in order to 
establish a spousal relationship when MEP eligibility is based on a spouse’s status as 
a migratory worker? 
 
No.  Under circumstances where eligibility is based on a spouse’s status as a migratory 
worker, recruiters need only be satisfied that a spousal relationship exists. 
 
Migratory Worker: 
 
Who is a “migratory agricultural worker”? 
 
According to section 200.81(d) of the regulations, a “migratory agricultural worker” is a 
person who, in the preceding 36 months, has moved from one school district to another, 
or, in a State that is comprised of a single school district, from one administrative area to 
another, in order to obtain temporary employment or seasonal employment in agricultural 
work (including dairy work). 
 
Who is a “migratory fisher”? 
 
According to section 200.81(f) of the regulations, a “migratory fisher” is a person who, in 
the preceding 36 months, has moved from one school district to another, or, in a State 
that is comprised of a single school district, from one administrative area to another, in 
order to obtain temporary employment or seasonal employment in fishing work. 
 
Does an individual’s visa status as an H-2A temporary agricultural worker have any 
impact on whether he or she may be considered a migratory child, migratory 
agricultural worker, or a migratory fisher? 
 
No.  The only criteria for being considered a migratory child, migratory agricultural 
worker, or migratory fisher are those established in section 200.81(d), (e), or (f) of the 
regulations. 
 
Qualifying Move: 
 
What is a qualifying move? 
 

A move qualifies if: 
 

 it is a move across school district boundaries; and 
 it involves a change from one residence to another residence; and 
 it is due to economic necessity; and 
 it is in order to obtain qualifying work in agriculture or fishing; and 
 it occurred within the preceding 36 months. 

 
What is the definition of a “move”? 
 
Under section 200.81(g) of the regulations, “move” or “moved” means a “change from 
one residence to another residence that occurs due to economic necessity.” 
 
What is the definition of a “residence”? 
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For the purposes of the MEP, the Department interprets a “residence” to be a place where 
one lives and not just visits.  In certain circumstances, boats, vehicles, tents, trailers, etc., 
may serve as a residence. 
 
What does it mean to “change from one residence to another residence”? 
 
The Department interprets this to mean leaving one place where one currently lives and 
going to a new place to live, and not just to visit.  For example, the Department believes 
that, generally, a person who goes to a new place to seek or obtain work, or because the 
person cannot afford to stay in his or her current location, is leaving the place where he or 
she currently lives and is going to a new place to live and thus, has “changed from one 
residence to another residence”.  Similarly, the Department believes that a person who 
goes to a new place to help sick or elderly family members on an extended basis is living 
with those family members, and thus might meet the MEP’s change of residence 
requirement if the person makes a return move to obtain qualifying work. 
 
The Department strongly recommends that the recruiter document on the COE his or her 
reason(s) for concluding that a person “changed residence” if it appears that an 
independent reviewer might question that a change of residence occurred. 
 
What does “due to economic necessity” mean? 
 
The Department interprets this to mean that the worker moved whether because he or she 
could not afford to stay in the current location, or went to a new location in order to earn 
a living. 
 
If a worker and his or her children go on vacation and the worker engages in 
qualifying work during the vacation, would the children qualify for the MEP? 
 
In general, vacations do not constitute a change of residence, much less a change of 
residence due to economic necessity.  Therefore, even if the worker engages in qualifying 
work, a move for vacation purposes is not a qualifying move.  The Department 
recognizes that there might be cultural differences in how people describe the reason for 
their relocation, and therefore, recommends that the recruiter question the worker 
carefully to determine what is meant when the worker asserts that his or her family is 
going on or returning from a vacation during which family members worked. 
 
Is determining whether a worker changed residence due to economic necessity 
sufficient for determining that the worker made a qualifying move? 
 
No.  In order for a move to qualify for the MEP, all of the conditions in this chapter must 
be met. 
 
In Order to Obtain: 
 
What is the definition of the phrase “in order to obtain”? 
 
Under section 200.81 of the regulations, the phrase “in order to obtain,” when used to 
describe why a worker moved, means that one of the purposes of the move is to seek or 
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obtain qualifying work.  This does not have to be the only purpose, or even the principal 
purpose of the move, but it must be one of the purposes of the move. 
 
May a worker who asserts more than one purpose for moving be considered to have 
moved “in order to obtain” qualifying work? 
 
Yes.  A worker who asserts more than one purpose for moving may be considered to 
have moved “in order to obtain” qualifying work if the recruiter determines that one of 
the purposes of the move was also to seek or obtain qualifying work. 
 
May a worker, who states that he or she moved in order to obtain or seek any 
employment and who obtained qualifying work “soon after the move,” be 
considered to have moved “in order to obtain” qualifying work? 
 
Under certain circumstances, yes.  According to 200.81(c)(1) of the regulations, in 
situations where a worker’s intention is not clearly expressed, an SEA may infer that 
individuals who express general intent to have moved, for example, “for work,” “to 
obtain work,” “to obtain any type of employment,” or to “take any job,” may be deemed 
to have moved with a purpose of obtaining qualifying work if he or she obtained 
qualifying work soon after the move (within 30 days depending on local conditions). 
 
May a worker who asserts that he or she moved specifically to find only non-
qualifying work be considered to have moved “in order to obtain” if the worker 
finds qualifying work soon after the move? 
 
No.  Section 1309(2) of the statute requires migratory agricultural workers, fishers, and 
their children to move “in order to obtain” temporary or seasonal employment in 
agricultural or fishing work.  The phrase “in order to obtain” in this provision brings in 
the worker’s purpose. 
 
The Department interprets the phrase “in order to obtain” to include workers who moved 
to obtain qualifying work and obtained that work, and workers who moved with no 
specific type of work in mind and obtained qualifying work soon after the move.  
Therefore, if the worker, who moved to obtain any work, obtains qualifying work soon 
after the move, it is presumed that one of the purposes of the move was to seek or obtain 
qualifying work. 
 
However, if the worker asserts that he or she moved with only non-qualifying work in 
mind, given the definition of a migratory child in section 1309(2) of the ESEA, one may 
not presume that one of the purposes of the worker’s move was to obtain qualifying work 
even if the worker obtained qualifying work soon after the move. 
 
Must a recruiter ask a worker why he or she moved if the worker is engaged in 
qualifying work? 
 
Yes.  The fact that a worker moved and is engaged in qualifying work does not 
automatically establish that the worker moved “in order to obtain” that work.  Consistent 
with the MEP regulations, the recruiter must determine whether one of the purposes of 
the worker’s move was to obtain qualifying work or any employment, or conversely that 
the purpose was specifically to obtain non-qualifying work. 
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How can a recruiter determine if one of the purposes of the worker’s move was to 
obtain qualifying work if the recruiter finds the worker is engaged in qualifying 
work? 
 
Even though a worker is engaged in qualifying work, the recruiter needs to ask the 
worker why he or she moved.  In many cases, the response will clearly indicate that one 
purpose of the move was to obtain qualifying work or any employment.  If this is not 
clear from the worker’s response, the recruiter should ask whether the worker would have 
moved, if he or she knew no work was available.  If the answer is “no,” then the recruiter 
can presume that obtaining qualifying work was one purpose of the move. 
 
If the worker indicates that he or she was looking for a specific type of work, which 
would be considered non-qualifying work, for purposes of the MEP, the recruiter may 
follow up by asking whether the worker would have taken any work, in other words, 
qualifying work, then the recruiter can presume that obtaining qualifying work was one 
purpose of the move.  However, if the worker continues to express that his or her specific 
intention was to obtain only non-qualifying work, the recruiter cannot find this worker 
eligible for the MEP based on this move, regardless of whether the worker is engaged in 
qualifying work. 
 
May a worker who did not obtain qualifying work soon after the move, be 
considered to have moved “in order to obtain” qualifying work? 
 
Under certain circumstances, yes.  A worker who did not obtain qualifying work “soon 
after a move” may only be considered to have moved “in order to obtain” qualifying 
work if: 
 
 the worker states that one purpose of the move was specifically to obtain 

qualifying work, and 
 
 the worker has a prior history of moving to obtain qualifying work, or 

 
 there is other credible evidence that the worker actively sought qualifying work 

soon after the move but, for reasons beyond the worker’s control, the work was 
not available. 

 
If a worker states that he or she moved to obtain any employment, and the worker 
has a prior history of moves to obtain qualifying work, may this worker be 
considered to have moved "in order to obtain qualifying work" if the worker did 
not obtain qualifying work soon after the move? 
 
No.  The worker must have moved specifically for qualifying work, and not any 
employment, regardless of whether the worker has a prior history of moves to obtain 
qualifying work, or there is other credible evidence that the worker sought qualifying 
work. See section 200.89(c)(l) of the regulations. 
 
How may a recruiter determine whether a worker has a prior history of moving to 
obtain qualifying work? 
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The Department believes that the recruiter should ask the worker whether he or she has 
ever moved for temporary or seasonal employment in agricultural or fishing work. The 
recruiter may also search the State's MEP database or the Migrant Student Information 
Exchange (MSIX) to see if the worker's child, or the child, if the child is the worker, was 
identified as eligible for the MEP in another part of the State or in another State. 
 
After considering the available information, if the recruiter is satisfied that one of the 
purposes of the worker's move was specifically to obtain qualifying work and the worker 
has a prior history of moves to obtain qualifying work, the recruiter may deem the 
worker's children eligible for MEP services. The recruiter should document the basis for 
the decision in the comment section of the COE and, if available, attach the evidence he 
or she relied on for the decision. 
 
How far back may a recruiter look in considering "prior history of moves to obtain 
qualifying work"? 
 
The Department does not believe that a worker's "prior history of moves to obtain 
qualifying work" had to have occurred within a certain time period before the most recent 
move, so long as the worker states that one of the purposes of his or her move was 
specifically to obtain qualifying work and not just any work. 
 
What are examples of "other credible evidence" that recruiter’s rely on to 
determine that the worker actively sought qualifying work soon after a move but the 
work was unavailable for reasons beyond the worker's control? 
 
Other credible evidence that a recruiter might consider includes: 
 
 Information obtained from conversations with an employer, crew chief, 

employment agency, or credible third party that indicates that the worker sought 
the qualifying work; 

 
 Written information from the employer, such as a copy of an employment 

application or a list of recent applicants; 
 
 Information in the public domain that confirms a flood or crop failure in the area. 

 
After considering all of the available information, if the recruiter is satisfied that the 
worker actively sought qualifying work soon after the move and that the work was 
unavailable due to reasons beyond the worker's control, the recruiter may deem the 
worker eligible for MEP services. The recruiter should document the basis for the 
decision in the comment section of the COE, and if available, attach the evidence he or 
she relied on for the decision. 
 
May a worker's or family member's statement about the purpose of the move serve 
as both the statement that the worker moved specifically to obtain qualifying work 
and the necessary "other credible evidence" that the worker actively sought the 
work soon after the move? 
 
No. The Department interprets the provision for such "credible evidence" to refer to 
information that is above and beyond, and that generally supports, the worker's or family 
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member's statement that the worker moved in order to obtain qualifying work. Therefore, 
this information would need to be obtained in addition to the information about the 
purpose of the move provided by the worker or his or her family. 
 
What happens if a worker, who moved to obtain qualifying work or any kind of job, 
first takes a non-qualifying job and only afterwards gets qualifying work? 
 
A worker does not necessarily forfeit MEP eligibility by taking a non-qualifying job for a 
limited period of time, so long as the worker moved in order to obtain qualifying work or 
any kind of job, and then obtains qualifying work that is still "soon after the move". 
 
If a worker and his or her child move weeks before qualifying work is available in 
order to secure housing, and at the time of the interview the worker does not yet 
have qualifying work, may the worker be considered to have moved "in order to 
obtain" qualifying work? 
 
Yes.  The regulatory definition of "in order to obtain" does not expressly address this 
situation. However, the Department believes that the recruiter may find this move to have 
been made "in order to obtain" the work so long as the recruiter determines that one of 
the purposes of the move was to seek or obtain qualifying work, and not just any 
employment. The recruiter should document on the COE that the worker moved to obtain 
qualifying work and obtained qualifying work, the worker moved in advance to secure 
housing, one purpose of the move was to secure the qualifying employment, and the date 
that the worker is or was expected to start work. 
 
In this type of situation, consistent with section 200.81 (c)(1) of the regulations, the 
recruiter must follow up with the worker to verify that the worker obtained qualifying 
work "soon after the move." If the recruiter discovers that the worker did not obtain 
qualifying work "soon after the move," the recruiter must then determine, consistent with 
section 200.8 I(c)(2) of the regulations, that the worker has either a prior history of moves 
to obtain qualifying work or some other credible evidence that the worker actively sought 
qualifying work. The COE must be updated accordingly. If the recruiter cannot document 
a prior history or other credible evidence, this worker's children are not eligible for the 
MEP and must be removed from the database. 
 
Soon After the Move: 
 
How much time may separate the date of the worker's move and the date the 
worker obtains qualifying work to permit an SEA to reasonably conclude that the 
worker obtained qualifying work "soon after the move"? 
 
Because one of the purposes of the worker's move must be to seek or obtain qualifying 
work, the Department established the "soon after the move" test in the belief that the time 
between when the worker moves and when he or she obtains qualifying work must be 
small enough to reasonably presume that one of the purposes of the move was to obtain 
qualifying work.  We think that in these circumstances, a worker generally should find 
qualifying work within 30 days of the move.  However, we recognize that this period of 
time may vary depending on local conditions in agricultural or fishing operations or 
personal circumstance which may cause the worker to delay obtaining qualifying work 
for a limited period of time beyond 30 days.  The Department recommends that a 
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recruiter document in the comment section of the COE the factors that led the recruiter to 
conclude that the worker obtained qualifying work "soon after the move.” 
 
Duration and Distance: 
 
Is there a minimum duration for a qualifying move? 
 
Although the statute and regulations are silent on the duration of a qualifying move, a 
migratory worker must stay in a new place long enough to show that the worker 
"moved."  Recruiters should carefully examine and evaluate relevant factors, such as 
whether the worker obtained, or could have obtained, a place to live that would allow the 
worker and the migratory child to remain in the new location long enough for the worker 
to engage in qualifying work or whether the move to work was a one-time act or a series 
of short moves to work in order to augment the family's income. If the worker sought but 
did not obtain qualifying work soon after the move (or at all), the recruiter should 
determine whether the worker meets the requirements for moving "in order to obtain" 
qualifying work. 
 
Is there a minimum distance requirement for a qualifying move? 
 
No. The only requirement is that the move be across school district boundaries. 
 
Has a worker .who travels back and forth between a residence and an agricultural 
or fishing job within the same day made a qualifying move? 
 
No. Such a worker is a "day-haul" worker whose travel is a non-qualifying commute, not 
a qualifying migration involving a change of residence. 
 
May a worker's move to the United States from another country qualify for the 
MEP? 
 
Yes. A worker's move from another country to the U.S. may qualify if one of the 
purposes for the move was to seek or obtain qualifying work.  Assuming all other 
eligibility criteria arc met, the children of workers would qualify if one of the purposes of 
the move to the U.S. was to obtain qualifying work. The workers are not disqualified if 
they have other reasons for moving to the U.S., even permanent relocation, so long as one 
of the purposes of the move is to obtain qualifying work and the other conditions are met. 
 
Is a move from the United States to another country a qualifying move? 
 
No.  The MEP was established to benefit families who perform qualifying work in the 
United States. Therefore, the Department interprets the MEP statute as not authorizing 
moves to another country to engage in temporary or seasonal employment in agricultural 
or fishing work to be considered qualifying moves. However, a worker's move to another 
country might be a "change of residence" so that the worker's move back to a school 
district in the U.S. could be a qualifying move. 
 
If a worker and his or her children make a non-qualifying move to the U.S. from 
another country, may the children be considered eligible based on a subsequent 
qualifying move? 
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Yes. 
 
Qualifying Arrival Date (QAD) and Move “to Join” Issues: 
 
When does a child's eligibility for MEP services begin? 
 
A child is able to be identified as a "migratory child" when the child and the worker 
complete the qualifying move.  This is often referred to as the qualifying arrival date, or 
QAD, for purposes of the COE. However, a child is only eligible for MEP services once 
the State has determined that the child meets all eligibility criteria. 
 
Does a child have to move at the same time as the worker to be eligible for the 
MEP? 
 
No. Section 1309(2) of the ESEA provides that if the child is not the qualifying worker, 
the child must move to "accompany" the worker who moved in order to obtain or seek 
qualifying work. The regulations expand the term "accompany" to include a child who 
moves separately to "join" a parent, spouse, or guardian. That is, under the definition of 
"migratory child" in section 200.81(e) of the regulations, a child who is not a migratory 
agricultural worker or migratory fisher qualifies if the child accompanies or “joins" a 
parent, spouse, or guardian who is a migratory agricultural worker or migratory fisher 
who moves in order to obtain qualifying work. The Department interprets this provision 
to mean that the child's move may either precede or follow the worker's move. 
 
What is the QAD when a child moves before or after the worker? 
 
In situations where the child and worker do not move at the same time, the Department 
interprets the QAD to be the day that the child and worker complete the move to be 
together. That is, if the child's move precedes the worker's move, the QAD is the date that 
the worker arrived. If the child's move follows the worker's move, the QAD is the date 
the child arrived. 
 
How much time may separate the worker's move from a child's move ''to join" 
worker? 
 
The time limit depends on the circumstances. The Department believes that, as a best and 
safe practice, the child's move should generally occur within no more than 12 months of 
the worker's move to obtain qualifying work and that after one year, it is difficult to link 
the child's move to the worker's move to obtain qualifying work. Nonetheless, there may 
be unusual circumstances that prevent a child from moving within 12 months of the 
worker's move.  In these cases, The Department recommends that an SEA document in 
the comment section of the COE the basis for determining that the child moved to 
"accompany" a worker after such a prolonged period of time between the two moves. 
 
Qualifying Work: 
 
What is "qualifying work"? 
 
Under section 200.8l(i) of the regulations, "qualifying work" means temporary 
employment or seasonal employment in agricultural work or fishing work. 
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What is the definition of "agricultural work" for purposes of the MEP? 
 
"Agricultural work" is: 
 
 the production or initial processing of crops, dairy products, poultry, or livestock; 

as well as the cultivation or harvesting of trees, 
 
 that is performed for wages or personal subsistence. 

 
See section 200.81(a). 
 
What does "production" mean? 
 
The Department considers agricultural production to mean work on farms, ranches, 
dairies, orchards, nurseries, and greenhouses engaged in the growing and harvesting of 
crops, plants, or vines and the keeping, grazing, or feeding of livestock or livestock 
products for sale. The term also includes, among other things, the production of bulbs, 
flower seeds, vegetable seeds, and specialty operations such as sod farms, mushroom 
cellars, and cranberry bogs. 
 
What is a crop? 
 
The Department considers a crop to be a plant that is harvested for use by people or 
livestock. 
 
What are examples of agricultural work related to the production of crops?  
 
The production of crops involves work such as preparing land or greenhouse beds, 
planting, seeding, watering, fertilizing, staking, pruning, thinning, weeding, transplanting, 
applying pesticides, harvesting, picking, and gathering. 
 
Is work such as gathering decorative greens considered agricultural work? 
 
Yes. The Department interprets the term "plants" to include decorative greens or ferns 
grown for the purpose of floral arrangements, wreaths, etc. Therefore, the collection of 
these plants can be considered agricultural work.  For the purposes of the MEP, the 
collection of these greens for recreation or personal use would not be considered 
agricultural work. 
 
What is livestock? 
 
In general, the Department interprets the term “livestock" to include any animal produced 
or kept primarily for breeding or slaughter purposes, including, but not limited to, beef 
and dairy cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, and horses.  For purposes of the MEP, livestock does 
not include animals that are raised for sport, recreation, research, service, or pets. 
 
What are examples of agricultural work related to the production of livestock? 
 
The Department considers the production of livestock to involve raising and taking care 
of animals described in the previous question. Such work includes, but is not limited to 
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herding, handling, feeding, watering, milking, caring for, branding, tagging, and assisting 
in the raising of livestock. 
 
Are animals such as deer, elk, and bison raised on farms considered "livestock"? 
 
Yes, so long as these animals, sometimes referred to as specialty or alternative livestock, 
are raised for breeding or slaughter purposes and not for sport or recreation. 
 
What does "cultivation" mean in the context of trees? 
 
In the context of trees, the Department interprets "cultivation" to mean work that 
promotes the growth of trees. 
 
What are examples of work that can be considered the cultivation of trees? 
 
For the purposes of the MEP, examples of work that can be considered the cultivation of 
trees include, but are not limited to soil preparation, plowing or fertilizing land, sorting 
seedlings, planting seedlings, transplanting, staking, watering, removing diseased or 
undesirable trees, applying insecticides, shearing tops and limbs, and tending, pruning, or 
trimming trees. 
 
What does "harvesting" mean in the context of trees? 
 
For the purposes of the MEP, the Department interprets "harvesting" to mean the act of 
gathering or taking of the trees. 
 
What are examples of work that can be considered the harvesting of trees? 
 
The Department considers the harvesting of trees to include work such as topping, 
felling, and skidding. 
 
What types of work are not considered part of the cultivation or harvesting of trees? 
 
The Department believes that the following activities are not directly related to the 
cultivation or harvesting of trees: clearing trees in preparation for construction; trimming 
trees around electric power lines; and cutting logs for firewood. 
 
Is transporting trees from a harvesting site to a processor (sawmill) qualify as 
agricultural work? 
 
No.  Transporting trees is not agricultural work for purposes of the MEP because it 
occurs after the cultivation and harvesting of trees. 
 
Is processing trees considered agricultural work? 
 
No. According to section 200.81(a) of the regulations, only the cultivation or harvesting 
of trees is considered agricultural work. Processing trees occurs after the cultivation and 
harvesting. 
 
What is the definition of ''fishing work" for purposes of the MEP? 
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"Fishing work" is Section 200.81(b) : 
 
 the catching or initial processing of fish or shellfish; as well as 

 
 the raising or harvesting of fish or shellfish at fish farms, that is 

 
 performed for wages or personal subsistence. 

 
What is a ''fish farm"? 
 
For purposes of the MEP, the Department considers a fish farm to be a tract of water, 
such as a pond, a floating net pen, a tank, or a raceway reserved for the raising or 
harvesting of fish or shellfish. Large fish farms sometimes cultivate fish in the sea, 
relatively close to shore. The fish are artificially cultivated, rather than caught, as they 
would be in “fishing."  Fish species raised on fish farms include, but are not limited to, 
catfish, salmon, cod, carp, eels, oysters, and clams. 
 
What are examples of work on a fish farm that would qualify as fishing work? 
 
For the purposes of the MEP, examples of work on a fish farm that would qualify as 
"fishing work" include, but are not limited to, raising and feeding fish. 
 
Is the act of catching fish or shellfish for recreational or sport purposes ''fishing 
work"? 
 
No. These activities are not performed for wages or personal subsistence. 
 
What does "initial processing" mean?  
 
The Department considers "initial processing" to be work that is beyond the production 
stage of agricultural work and precedes the transformation of the raw product something 
more refined. It means working with a raw agricultural or fishing product. 
 
What are examples of "initial processing" work in the poultry and livestock 
industries? 
 
For the purposes of the MEP, examples of "initial processing" work in the poultry and 
livestock industries include, but are not limited to: stunning; slaughtering; skinning; 
eviscerating; splitting carcasses; hanging; cutting; trimming; deboning; and enclosing the 
raw product in a container. 
 
What are examples of "initial processing" work in the crop industry? 
 
For the purposes of the MEP, examples of "initial processing" work in the crop industry 
include, but are not limited to: cleaning; weighing; cutting; grading; peeling; sorting; 
freezing, and enclosing the raw product in a container. 
 
What are examples of "initial processing" work in the fishing industry? 
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For the purposes of the MEP, examples of "initial processing" work in the fishing 
industry include, but are not limited to: scaling; cutting; dressing; and enclosing the raw 
product in a container. 
 
When does "initial processing" end? 
 
The Department considers a product no longer to be in the stage of "initial processing" 
once the transformation of the raw product into something more refined begins. The 
Department believes that work up to, but not including, the start of the transformation 
process is agricultural or fishing work for purposes of the MEP.  However, work such as 
placing raw chicken breasts into the oven for cooking, adding starter cultures to milk to 
make cheese, or applying necessary ingredients to a raw pork belly to begin the curing 
process is the beginning of the transformation and therefore is not agricultural or fishing 
work for purposes of the MEP. 
 
What work is not considered production or initial processing? 
 
Work such as cooking, baking, curing, fermenting, dehydrating, breading, marinating, 
and mixing of ingredients involves transforming a raw product into a more refined 
product.  Therefore, the Department does not consider this work to be production or 
initial processing.  In addition, the Department does not consider the following work to 
be production or processing: placing labels on boxes of refined products; selling an 
agricultural or fishing product; landscaping; managing a farm or processing plant; 
providing accounting, bookkeeping, or clerical services; providing babysitting or 
childcare services for farmworkers; or working at a bakery or restaurant.  With regard to 
work such as repairing or maintaining equipment used for production or processing, or 
cleaning or sterilizing farm machinery or processing equipment, the Department does not 
consider individuals whose profession is to do this work, or who were hired solely to 
perform this work, to be performing agricultural work. 
 
Is hauling a product on a farm, ranch or other facility considered agricultural 
work? 
 
Yes. The Department considers hauling a product on a farm, ranch, or other facility an 
integral part of production or initial processing and therefore, is agricultural work. 
However, it does not consider transporting a product to a market, wholesaler, or 
processing plant to be production or initial processing. "Shipping and trucking" is work 
that is often carried out by a third-party retailer paid to transport various products. 
Therefore, the service these companies provide is "shipping" or "trucking" and not 
production or initial processing 
 
May a worker who performs both qualifying and non-qualifying work still be 
eligible for the MEP? 
 
Yes. A worker is only required to meet the definition of a migratory agricultural worker 
or migratory fisher as defined in section 200.81(d) and (f) of the regulations.  The fact 
that the worker performs non-qualifying work, in addition to qualifying work, has no 
bearing on his or her eligibility for the MEP. 
 
What does "personal subsistence" mean? 
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As used in the definitions of agricultural work and fishing work in section 200.81(a) and 
(b) of the regulations, "personal subsistence" means that the worker and the worker's 
family, as a matter of economic necessity, consume, as a substantial portion of their food 
intake, the crops, dairy products, or livestock they produce or the fish they catch. See 
section 200.81(h) of the regulations. 
 
May a worker who is "self-employed" qualify as a migratory agricultural worker or 
migratory fisher? 
 
Yes, in some circumstances. In general, the Department considers migratory agricultural 
workers and fishers to be either employed for wages or performing work for personal 
subsistence.  However, while some workers, such as those who glean leftover crops from 
fields or fishers who own their own boats, might consider themselves "self employed," 
for purposes of MEP eligibility the Department interprets the money they earn from the 
sale of the product to be equivalent to "wages" (and to the extent that gleaners consume 
the food they gather as a substantial portion of their food intake, "performed for personal 
subsistence"). 
 
Temporary and Seasonal Employment: 
 
What is seasonal employment? 
 
According to section 200.81(j) of the regulations, seasonal employment is employment 
that occurs only during a certain period of the year because of the cycles of nature and 
that, by its nature, may not be continuous or carried on throughout the year. 
 
How does the phrase "cycles of nature" pertain to seasonal employment? 
 
For purposes of the MEP, the phrase "cycles of nature" is used to describe the basis for 
why certain types of employment in agricultural or fishing work only occur during 
certain, limited periods in the year. The length of "seasonal" employment is based on the 
distinct period of time associated with the cultivation and harvesting cycles of the 
agricultural or fishing work, and is not employment that is continuous or carried on 
throughout the year, 
 
How long may seasonal employment last? 
 
The definition of seasonal employment states that it is employment that occurs only 
during a certain period of the year and may not be continuous or carried on throughout 
the year. Therefore, like temporary employment, seasonal employment may not last 
longer than 12 months. 
 
How may an SEA determine that a worker's job is "seasonal employment"? 
 
A worker's employment is seasonal if:  
 
 it occurs during a certain period of the year; and 

 
 it is not continuous or carried on throughout the year; and 
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 it is associated with the cultivation or harvesting cycles of agricultural or fishing 
work. 

 
What is temporary employment? 
 
According to section 200.81(k) of the regulations, temporary employment means 
"employment that lasts for a limited period of time, usually a few months, but no longer 
than 12 months." 
 
How may an SEA determine that a worker's job is "temporary employment"? 
 
Section 200.81(k) of the regulations identifies three ways in which an SEA may 
determine that employment is temporary: 
 
 Employer Statement - The employer states that the worker was hired for a limited 

time frame, not to exceed 12 months; 
 
 Worker Statement - The worker states that he or she does not intend to remain in 

that employment indefinitely; 
 
 State Determination - The SEA has determined on some other reasonable basis 

that the employment will not last longer than 12 months.  
 
Are workers who perform a series of different jobs but remain employed by the 
same employer more than 12 months employed on a temporary or seasonal basis? 
 
No. Workers who are employed for more than 12 months by the same employer 
regardless of how many different jobs they perform are not employed on a temporary or 
seasonal basis as defined in 200.81 (j) and (k) of the MEP regulations. 
 
What is an example of a statement from an employer that indicates that the 
employment is temporary? 
 
An example of a statement from an employer who harvests ferns for the floral industry 
might be: "employer (name) stated that she will hire the worker only for the months of 
February through May to accommodate the increase in floral gifting around Valentine's 
Day, Easter, and Mother's Day." In this example, the employer stated that she is hiring 
the worker for a short period of time that will not exceed 12 months. 
 
What is an example of a statement from a worker that indicates that the 
employment is temporary? 
 
An example of a worker's statement might be: "the worker stated that he plans to leave 
the job after seven months in order to return to his home with his family." Similar to the 
employer's statement, the worker's statement indicates that he will only remain in the job 
for a short period of time that will not exceed 12 months. 
 
When would an SEA rely on its own State determination that a worker's 
employment is temporary? 
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In general, the Department believes a determination that employment is temporary would 
best come through a recruiter's interview with the worker or employer. However, section 
200.81(k) of the regulations, allows an SEA to make its own determination that 
employment is temporary so long as the SEA has some other reasonable basis for 
determining that the employment will not last more than 12 months. 
 
For employment that appears constant and available year round, section 200.81(k) of the 
regulations permits an SEA to conclude the employment is "temporary" for purposes of 
the MEP only if it determines and documents that, of those agricultural and fishing 
workers the SEA determined to be eligible using some other reasonable basis, virtually 
none remained employed by the same employer more than 12 months. 
 
If an SEA finds out that a worker who qualified based on temporary employment is 
still employed at the same worksite after 12 months, must the SEA stop serving the 
worker's children and remove them from the State's rolls of eligible children? 
 
In general, a State may continue serving these children and keep them on its rolls for the 
duration of their 36-month eligibility period.  MEP eligibility is determined at the time of 
the interview and is based on the worker's (or employer's) stated intention at the time of 
the move, or on the State's evidence of an "other reasonable basis” for determining the 
work may be considered to be temporary.  
 
The Department would expect a situation in which the worker continues to be employed 
after 12 months to be a rare occurrence and not the norm for workers who are recruited 
on this basis.  However, if a significant number or percentage of workers recruited on this 
basis remains employed at a particular worksite beyond 12 months, either in the same job 
or in another job at the same worksite, the Department believes the SEA should examine 
the reasons why workers are remaining employed.  In some cases, the reasons may be 
justifiable, for example, the economy took a turn for the worse and other jobs are not 
available.  However, the reason also may be that the recruiter(s) who recorded 
information on the certificate of eligibility did not understand the definition of temporary 
employment or what information was needed to make a correct determination; there even 
could be reasons to suspect to fraud.  In both of these latter cases, children's eligibility 
should be terminated as soon as the SEA determines that the original eligibility 
determinations were erroneous. 
 
Thus, the reasons workers remain employed for more than 12 months will determine 
whether and what action the SEA needs to take. 
 
Should jobs that occur only at certain times of the year because of a holiday or event 
he considered as temporary employment or seasonal employment? 
 
Jobs that occur only at certain times of the year because of a holiday or event (e.g., 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc.) should be considered temporary employment because the 
time of year that the work is performed is not dependent on the cycles of nature, but 
rather the holiday or event. 
 
May SEAs consider employment that appears to be constant and available year-
round to be temporary employment? 
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Yes.  The Department recognizes that some agricultural and fishing jobs, for example 
certain jobs at processing plants or dairy farms, may appear to be constant and available 
year-round, but, perhaps because of the nature of the work, workers typically do not stay 
long at these jobs. 
 
In cases of employment that appears to be constant and available year-round, recruiters 
can base their temporary determination on: 
 
 the worker's statement that even though the work appears to be constant and 

available year-round, he or she intends to remain no longer than 12 months, or 
 

 the SEA's determination that even though the work appears to be constant and 
available year-round, the SEA has determined and documented, in accordance 
with section 200.81(k) of the regulations, that the employment is temporary. 
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The National Certificate of Eligibility 
 
Purpose 

 
The State Education Agency (SEA) is required to document every migrant child’s 
eligibility for the Migrant Education Program on the national Certificate of Eligibility 
(COE) created by the U.S. Department of Education (ED) and North Carolina’s 
Department of Public Instruction (NC DPI).  The COE serves as the official record of the 
state’s eligibility determination for each individual child.   
 
I. Overview 

 
The national COE is comprised of three parts: 
 

(1) required data elements, which states can organize according to state 
preference and need;  
 
(2) required data sections, which  states can place according to state preference 
and need, but that must be maintained in whole and unaltered; and  
 
(3) State required/requested information, where space is available, that states can 
use to collect other data.  

 
NOTE: States must maintain any additional documentation the SEA requires to confirm 
that each child found eligible for the program meets all of the eligibility definitions. State 
responsibilities for documenting the eligibility of migratory children are found in 34 CFR 
200.89(c).  
 
II. General Instructions  

 
 A COE must be completed every time a child makes a new qualifying move. 
 
 All attempts should be made to complete all data elements and sections of the 

COE.  In cases where a response may not be required or does not apply, flexibility 
has been built into the instructions.  In these cases, the recruiter must write a dash 
(-) or “N/A” in the appropriate blank.  All other information must be provided.    

 
 With the exception of the “Qualifying Move and Work Section,” if the 

instructions ask for additional information in the Comments section and the state 
has required this information as a state data element, the recruiter does not need to 
provide the information again in the Comments section.  For example, the 
instructions prompt the recruiter to record the first and last names of the child’s 
legal parents in the Comments section if different from the current parents.  
However, if the state includes data elements for legal parent information, the 
recruiter would not have to repeat this information in the Comments section. 

 
 If the recruiter completes a COE for a family, the recruiter must fill out a separate 

COE for any child who has a different qualifying arrival date (QAD) or for any 
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child who has different eligibility criteria than the rest of the children in the 
family, such as an out of school youth (OSY) who may have moved on his or her 
own.  In general, the QAD is the date that both the child and worker completed 
the move for the worker to find qualifying work.  There are special cases that are 
described in the instructions for the section titled “Qualifying Move and Work 
Section.” 

 
 The recruiter must not include any child who: 

o (1) was born after the qualifying move;  
o (2) is not eligible to receive a free public school education [e.g., has 

graduated from a high school or obtained a General Educational 
Development (GED) certificate]; or  

o (3) did not make the qualifying move described on the COE. 
 
 If more than one COE is necessary, the recruiter must complete all sections on 

each form. 
 
III. Completing the Required Data Elements of the COE (part I) 

 
Family Data.  In this section of the COE, the recruiter will record the name and address 
of the child’s male and/or female parent or parents.   
 
 Male Parent/Guardian [Last Name(s), First Name].  Record the name of the male (if 

any) currently responsible for the child(ren).  Record this individual’s legal last name 
(or names) and legal first name.  If the male parent has two last names or a 
hyphenated last name, record the male parent’s last name(s) as it legally exists. The 
term “parent” on this form and in other sections of these instructions includes a legal 
guardian or other person who is standing in the place of the parent or in loco parentis 
(such as a grandparent, spouse, or stepparent with whom the child lives who is 
responsible for the welfare of the child).  If the child has more than one male parent 
or if the child’s legal parent is different from the current parent, provide the name of 
the child’s legal male parent in the Comments section.  If there is no parent 
information disclosed, write a dash (-) or “N/A.”  If the “child” is the worker and a 
male write the child’s name for this data element. 

 
 Female Parent/Guardian [Last Name(s), First Name].  Record the name of the 

female (if any) currently responsible for the child(ren).  Record this individual’s legal 
last name (or names) and legal first name.  If the female parent has two last names or 
a hyphenated last name, record the female parent’s last name(s) as it legally exists. 
The term “parent” on this form and in other sections of these instructions includes a 
legal guardian or other person who is standing in the place of the parent or in loco 
parentis (such as a grandparent, spouse, or stepparent with whom the child lives who 
is responsible for the welfare of the child).  If the child has more than one female 
parent or if the child’s legal parent is different from the current parent, provide the 
name of the child’s legal female parent in the Comments section.  If there is no parent 
information disclosed, write a dash (-) or “N/A.”  If the “child” is the worker and a 
female write the child’s name for this data element. 
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 Current Address.  Record the physical address, including the complete name of the 
street or road where the child(ren) currently resides.  In cases where a formal physical 
address is not available, include as much other identifying information as possible 
(e.g., trailer number, rural route, migrant camp, landmark).  If the physical address is 
different from the mailing address, provide the mailing address in the Comments 
section of the COE. 

 
 City.  Record the name of the city or town where the child(ren) currently resides. 
 
 State.  Record the postal abbreviation used by the U.S. Postal Service for the State 

where the child(ren) currently resides. 
 
 Zip.  Record the five or nine-digit zip code where the child(ren) currently resides.  

The U.S. Postal Service has an online zip code directory service at 
http://zip4.usps.com/zip4/welcome.jsp.  

 
 Telephone.  Record the telephone number, including area code, of the family.  If no 

telephone number is available, write a dash (-) or “N/A.”  
 

Child Data.  Child/school data includes the name, sex, birth date, etc. of each child.  A 
recruiter should include all children with the same family and eligibility data on the same 
COE.  Any child who has different (1) current family [see “Family Data” above for 
additional definition] or (2) eligibility data—including a different QAD—must be 
documented on a separate COE.   
 
 Last name.  Record the legal last name of each eligible child in the family.  If the 

child legally has a hyphenated last name (e.g., Ramírez-García), record both names 
with the hyphen in between.  If the child legally has multiple last names but they are 
not hyphenated, record both names with a space between them (e.g., Ramírez  
García). 

 
 First name.  Record the legal first name of each eligible child in the family.  This is 

the name given to the child at birth, baptism, or during another naming ceremony, or 
through a legal name change.  Do not record nicknames or shortened names (e.g., Ale 
or Alex for Alejandra).  

 
 Middle name.  Record the legal middle name of each eligible child in the family. This 

is the secondary name given to the child at birth, baptism, or during another naming 
ceremony, or through a legal name change.  Do not record nicknames or shortened 
names (e.g., Ale or Alex for Alejandra).  If the child does not have a middle name, 
write a dash (-) or “N/A.” 

 
 Suffix.  Where applicable, record the child’s generation in the family (e.g., Jr., Sr., III, 

3rd).  Otherwise, write a dash (-) or “N/A.” 
 
 Mother’s Maiden Name.  Record the mother’s maiden name. 
 
 Race.  Record the child’s race for all students.  Record the child’s ethnicity for Hispanic 

students.  Choose from the following: “AM” American Indian or Alaska Native, “AS” 
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Asian, “BL” Black or African American, “HI” Hispanic, “WH” White, “PI” Native 
Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander. 

 Sex.  Record the child’s sex:  “M” for male or “F” for female. 
 
 Birth Date.  Record the month, day and year the child was born.  Use the two-digit 

number that refers to the month and day, and the last two digits of the year.  For 
example, September 20, 2003, would be written as 09/20/03. 

 
 Age. Record the child’s age. 
 
 Birth Date Verification Code (Code).  Record the last two numbers that correspond to 

the evidence used to confirm each child’s birth date (see the codes and corresponding 
evidence listed below).   

 
A birth certificate is the best evidence of the child’s birth date, if available.  If a birth 
certificate is not available, the interviewer may use another document to confirm the 
child’s birth date, including any of those listed below.     
 

o 1003 – baptismal or church certificate; 
o 1004 – birth certificate; 
o 1005 – entry in family Bible; 
o 1006 – hospital certificate; 
o 1007 – parent’s affidavit; 
o 1008 – passport; 
o 1009 – physician’s certificate; 
o 1010 – previously verified school records; 
o 1011 – State-issued ID;  
o 1012 – driver’s license; 
o 1013 – immigration document; 
o 2382 – life insurance policy; or 
o 9999 – other. 

 
If written evidence is not available, the interviewer may rely on a parent’s or 
emancipated youth’s verbal statement.  In such cases, the interviewer should record 
“07” – the number that corresponds to “parent’s affidavit.”  
 

 Multiple Birth Flag.  Record “Y” for “yes” if the child is a twin, triplet, etc.  Record “N” 
for “no” if the child does not have a twin, triplet, etc. 

 
 Birth Place.  Enter the name of the city, municipality, village, or town where the child 

was born.  Try to obtain the correct spelling of the name.  Enter the name of the state 
where the child was born.  If it is known, it is acceptable to enter the two-character 
abbreviation for the state.  Enter the name of the country there the child was born.  If 
it is known, it is acceptable to enter the three-character abbreviation for the country. 

 
 Current School Name.  Enter the specific County MEP Facility found in the database. 

 
 

 Enrollment Date.  Enter the month, day, and year when he or she was enrolled in the 
specific County MEP Facility found in the database (interview date). 
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 Grade.  Enter the child’s current grade-level.  If the student is recruited during the 

summer, enter the grade-level he or she would be going to.  If the child/worker does 
not and will not attend school, enter “OS.” 

 
 Residency Date.  If the “Residency Date” is different from the QAD, record the date 

(MM/DD/YY) that the child(ren) entered the present school district.  Use the two-digit 
number that refers to the month and day, and the last two digits of the year.  For 
example, May 20, 2008, would be written as 05/20/08.  If the child(ren) qualified for 
the MEP on a move prior to the move to the present school district (prior history), the 
residency date will be later than the QAD.  If the child(ren) moved prior to the 
worker’s move (precede the worker), the residency date would be before the QAD.  If 
the “Residency Date” is the same as the QAD, write a dash (-) or “N/A.” 

 
IV. Completing the Required Data Sections of the COE (part II) 

 
Qualifying Move & Work Section.  In this section, record the qualifying move and 
qualifying work information which the State believes documents the child’s eligibility for 
the program.  Note that exceptions apply for moves within States comprised of a single 
school district and school districts of more than 15,000 square miles.  See #1 
(immediately below) for how to document these exceptions.  
   
1.  The child(ren) listed on this form moved from a residence in _________ (School 

District/City/State/Country) to a residence in __________ (School 
District/City/State).  

 
 from a residence in _________ (School District/City/State/Country).  This location 

is the last place of residency before the child(ren) and the parent, spouse or 
guardian moved due to economic necessity in order to obtain qualifying work.  
Note that the child(ren) might have made subsequent non-qualifying moves.  

 
 to a residence in __________ (School District/City/State). This location is the 

place of residency where the child(ren) and the parent, spouse or guardian moved 
due to economic necessity in order to obtain qualifying work.  A qualifying move 
can never be made to a country outside of the United States.  As mentioned 
previously, the child(ren) might have made subsequent non-qualifying moves.  

 
Following are several “qualifying move” scenarios.  Identify which scenario applies 
to the specific eligibility situation and record the necessary information.   
 
 If the child(ren) moved from a residence in one school district to a residence in 

another school district within the same U.S. city –  
o from a residence in _________ (School District/City/State/Country) - 

Record the full legally or commonly used name of the school district 
where the child(ren) listed resided immediately prior to the qualifying 
move.  Also record the name of the city from which the child(ren) listed 
moved.  

o to a residence in __________ (School District/City/State) - Record the full 
legally or commonly used name of the school district where the child(ren) 
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listed resided immediately following the qualifying move.  Also record the 
name of the city from which the child(ren) listed moved.   

 
 If the child(ren) moved from a residence in one school district to a residence in 

another school district within the same U.S. State (and these school districts are 
not within the same U.S. city) –  

o from a residence in _________ (School District/City/State/Country) - 
Record the name of the city  where the child(ren) listed resided 
immediately prior to the qualifying move.   

o to a residence in __________ (School District/City/State) - Record the 
name of the city where the child(ren) listed resided immediately following 
the qualifying move.    

 
 If the child(ren) moved from a residence in one U.S. State to a residence in 

another U.S. State –  
o from a residence in _________ (School District/City/State/Country) - 

Record the name of the city and State where the child(ren) listed resided 
immediately prior to the qualifying move.    

o to a residence in __________ (School District/City/State) - Record the 
name of the city and State where the child(ren) listed resided immediately 
following the qualifying move.    

 
 If the child(ren) moved from a residence in a country other than the U.S. to a 

residence in the U.S. –  
o from a residence in _________ (School District/City/State/Country) - 

Record the name of the State (within the other country) if available and 
the name of the country where the child(ren) listed resided immediately 
prior to the qualifying move.   

o to a residence in __________ (School District/City/State) - Record the 
name of the city and State in the U.S. where the child(ren) listed resided 
immediately following the qualifying move. 

 
Provide as much of this information in these blanks as available. At a minimum 
(with the exception of States comprised of single school districts or school 
districts of more than 15,000 square miles), the State must be able to document 
that the child moved across school district lines and changed residences in the 
process.  In the case of States comprised of a single school district, the State must 
be able to document that the child moved from one administrative area to another 
and changed residences in the process.  In the case of school districts of more than 
15,000 square miles, the State must be able to document that the child migrated a 
distance of 20 miles or more and changed residences in the process.  
 
If the child and parent moved from different previous residences, record the 
child’s prior residence in response to #1 and record the parent’s residence in the 
Comments section.  In order for the child to be eligible, both the child and the 
parent must have moved across school district lines and changed residences in the 
process.  

 
For more information on documenting the move from one school district to 
another, see the chart below. 
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Type of move  
 
 
The child(ren) moved…  

The child’s residence 
immediately prior to the 
qualifying move 
The child(ren) moved from a 
residence in ________ 
(School District/City/State/Country) 

The child’s residence 
immediately following the 
qualifying move 
The child(ren) moved to a 
residence in __________ 
(School District/City/State) 

…from one school 
district to another within 
the same U.S. city 

School District, City School District, City 

…from one school 
district to another within 
the same U.S. State 

City City 

…from a one U.S. State 
to another U.S. State 

City, State City, State 

…from a country other 
than the U.S. to the U.S.  

State, Country City, State 

…20 miles or more 
within a school district of 
more than 15,000 square 
miles (exception) 

School District, City School District, City 

…From one 
administrative area to 
another within a U.S. 
State comprised of a 
single school district 
(exception) 

Administrative Area, City Administrative Area, City 

 
2. The child(ren) moved (complete both a. and b.): 
 

 a.   on own as a worker, OR    with the worker, OR    to join or precede the 
worker. [Mark only one box] 

 
 Mark the box “on own as a worker” if the child himself or herself moved 

in order to obtain qualifying work.  Only complete the worker’s name in 
2b. 

 
 Mark the box “with the worker” if the child(ren) moved with a parent, 

spouse or guardian in order for the worker to obtain qualifying work.    
 
 Mark the box “to join or precede the worker” if the child(ren) moved 

within 12 months either before or after the date the parent, spouse, or 
guardian moved in order to obtain qualifying work.  If this box is 
marked, also complete “i” under 2b. 

 b. The worker, ______________ (First and Last Name of Worker), (Continued 
below) 
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 Record the first and last name of the individual who sought or obtained the 
qualifying work (i.e., parent, spouse, guardian, or child – if on own as a 
worker). 

 
(Continued from above) …is the child or the child’s � parent � spouse � 
guardian. [Mark only one box]  

 
 Mark the box that indicates the child’s relationship to the worker (i.e., 

parent, spouse or guardian).  Do not select one of these boxes if “on own 
as a worker” is checked in 2a. 

 
i. (Complete if “to join or precede” is checked in 2a.) The worker moved 

on______ (MM/DD/YY). The child(ren) moved on _____ (MM/DD/YY). 
(provide comment) 

 
o Record the date the worker moved in order to obtain qualifying 

work.  Also record the date the child(ren) moved in order for the 
parent, spouse, or guardian to obtain qualifying work.  Also 
record the reason for the different moves in the Comments 
section.  

 
3. The Qualifying Arrival Date was ___________ (MM/DD/YY).  Record the QAD, 

using the two-digit numbers that refer to the month and day, and the last two digits of 
the year.  For example, May 20, 2008, would be written as 05/20/08.   

 
In general, the QAD is the date that both the child and worker completed the move.  
The child must have moved on his or her own, or with or to join a parent, guardian or 
spouse to enable the worker (i.e., child, parent, guardian or spouse) to obtain 
qualifying work.  As referenced in 2a, the child and worker will not always move 
together, in which case the QAD would be the date the child joins the worker who has 
already moved, or the date when the worker joins the child who has already moved.  
The QAD is the date that the child’s eligibility for the MEP begins.  The QAD is not 
affected by subsequent non-qualifying moves.  For more information on determining 
the QAD, see the chart below. 
 

Type of Qualifying  Move 
The child. . . 

Qualifying Arrival Date (QAD)--Eligibility 
Begins 

The QAD is. . . 

 . . .moved with the worker.  . . .the date the child and worker both arrive in the 
district where the worker will look for qualifying 
work. 

 . . .moved before the worker 
moved. 

 . . .the date the worker arrives in the district to look 
for qualifying work.   

 . . .moved to join the worker 
after the worker moves. 

 . . .the date the child arrives to join the worker.  

4. The worker moved due to economic necessity in order to obtain: [Mark only one of 
the following boxes:  either a, b, or c.]  
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a. � qualifying work, and obtained qualifying work, OR  
 Mark this box if the child, parent, spouse, or guardian moved due to 

economic necessity in order to obtain temporary or seasonal 
employment in agricultural or fishing work, and obtained that work.  

 
b. � any work, and obtained qualifying work soon after the move, OR  

 
 Mark this box if the child, parent, spouse or guardian, moved due to 

economic necessity in order to obtain any work, and within 30 days after 
the move obtained temporary or seasonal employment in agricultural or 
fishing work. 

 
c. � qualifying work specifically, but did not obtain the work. If the worker did 
not obtain the qualifying work:  [NOTE: Also complete box “i” and/or box “ii”] 

 
 Mark this box if the child, parent, spouse or guardian moved due to 

economic necessity to obtain temporary or seasonal employment in 
agricultural or fishing work, but did not obtain that work.  If this box is 
marked, also mark box i, box ii, or both.  

 
 i. � The worker has a prior history of moves to obtain qualifying work 
(provide comment), 

 
o Mark this box to indicate that the worker has a prior history of 

moving to obtain temporary or seasonal employment in 
agricultural or fishing work.  Explain this history in the 
Comments section.  For example, the recruiter could write, 
“qualifying worker moved from Brownsville, Texas, to Decatur, 
Michigan, to plant tomatoes in May of 2007.”  The recruiter 
could also check the MSIX database, or other local database, to 
see if it contains a history of prior moves to obtain qualifying 
work and attach the print-out to the COE. 

o You can also mark this box if the worker’s prior history involved 
a move where he/she obtained qualifying work within 36 months 
of his/her current Residency Date. 

 
ii. � There is other credible evidence that the worker actively sought 

qualifying work soon after the move (provide comment).  
 

o Mark this box to indicate that there is other credible evidence 
that demonstrates that the worker actively sought qualifying 
agricultural or fishing work within 30 days after the move, but 
the work was not available for reasons beyond the worker’s 
control.  For example, a local farmer or grower confirmed that 
the worker applied for qualifying work but none was available; 
newspaper clippings document that work was not available 
because of a recent drought, flood, hail storm, or other disaster in 
the area.  Explain this evidence in the Comments section and 
attach supporting documentation where available. 
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5. The qualifying work*, _____________ (describe agricultural or fishing 
work),(Continued below)  
 
 Describe the agricultural or fishing work obtained or sought that is closest to the 

Qualifying Arrival Date (QAD).  When describing the specific agricultural or 
fishing work, the recruiter should use an action verb (e.g., “picking”) and a noun 
(e.g., “strawberries”).  In other words, the recruiter should describe the worker’s 
action (e.g., “picking”) and the crop, livestock, or seafood (e.g., “strawberries”).  
For example:  picking strawberries; thinning sugar beets; pruning grapes; 
detasseling corn; catching chickens; planting oysters; walking (weeding) 
soybeans; and harvesting crabs.   

 
 (Continued from above)…was (make a selection in both a. and b.):  

 
a. � seasonal OR  � temporary employment, (Continued below) 

 
 Mark the box for “seasonal employment” if the employment occurs only 

during a certain period of the year because of the cycles of nature and that, 
by its nature, may not be continuous or carried on throughout the year. 
(Section 200.81(j)). 

 
 Mark the box for “temporary employment” if the employment lasts for a 

limited period of time, usually a few months, but not longer than 12 
months.  It typically includes employment where the worker states that the 
worker does not intend to remain in that employment indefinitely, the 
employer states that the worker was hired for a limited time frame, or the 
SEA has determined on some other reasonable basis that the employment 
is temporary. (Section 200.81(k)).  
 
[NOTE:  The definition of temporary employment includes employment 
that is constant and available year-round only if, consistent with the 
requirements of Section 200.81(k) of the regulations, the SEA documents 
that, given the nature of the work, of those workers whose children were 
previously determined to be eligible based on the State’s prior 
determination of the temporary nature of such employment (or the 
children themselves if they are the workers), virtually no workers 
remained employed by the same employer more than 12 months.]  
 

b. (Continued from above)…� agricultural OR  � fishing work. 
 

 Mark the box for “agricultural work” if the work involves the production 
or initial processing of crops, dairy products, poultry, or livestock, as well 
as the cultivation or harvesting of trees.  (Section 200.81(a)).  The work 
may be performed either for wages or personal subsistence.    

 
 Mark the box for “fishing work” if the work involves the catching or 

initial processing of fish or shellfish or the raising or harvesting of fish or 
shellfish at fish farms.  (Section 200.81(b)).  The work may be performed 
either for wages or personal subsistence.   
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 (*) Mark the box for “personal subsistence” if “…the worker and the 

worker’s family, as a matter of economic necessity, consume, as a 
substantial portion of their food intake, the crops, dairy products, or 
livestock they produce or the fish they catch”  (Section 200.81(h)). Also 
provide a comment in the Comments section.  

  
6. (Only complete if “temporary” is checked in 5) The work was determined to be 

temporary employment based on: 
 

a. � worker’s statement (provide comment), OR 
 

 Mark this box if the work was determined to be temporary employment based 
on a statement by the worker or the worker’s family (e.g., spouse) if the 
worker is unavailable (provide comment).  For example, the worker states that 
he or she only plans to remain at the job for a few months.  Provide 
explanatory comments in Comments section. 
 

b. � employer’s statement (provide comment), OR 
 
 Mark this box if the work was determined to be temporary employment based 

on a statement by the employer or documentation obtained from the employer.  
For example, the employer states that he or she hired the worker for a specific 
time period (e.g., 3 months) or until a specific task is completed and the work 
is not one of a series of activities that is typical of permanent employment.  
Provide explanatory comments in Comments section.  Attach supporting 
documentation if available.  

 
c. � State documentation for ____________________ (employer). 
 
 Mark this box upon verification that the State has current documentation to 

support that the work described in #5 is temporary employment for this 
particular employer.  In other words, the State has verified that of those 
workers whose children were previously determined to be eligible based on 
the State’s prior determination of the temporary nature of such employment 
(or the children themselves if they are the workers), virtually no workers 
remained employed by the same employer more than 12 months, even though 
the work may be available on a constant and year-round basis.     

 
 Employer.  Identify the employer, whether it is the name of or code for a 

farmer, a grower, a business, or a corporation, where the worker either sought 
or obtained qualifying work.   

 
Comments Section (Must include 2bi, 4c, 5, 6a and 6b of the Qualifying Move & 
Work Section, if applicable.).   The “Comments section” of the COE allows the 
recruiter to provide additional information or details that clarify the reasons for the 
recruiter’s eligibility determination.  The recruiter should write clear and detailed 
comments so an independent party who has no prior knowledge of the eligibility 
determination can understand the recruiter’s reasoning for determining that the child(ren) 
is eligible.  At a minimum, the recruiter must provide comments that clearly explain 

*If applicable, check: 
 personal subsistence (provide comment)  
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items 2bi, 4c, 5, 6a and 6b of the Qualifying Move & Work Section, if applicable.  As 
mentioned previously, these items include the following scenarios: 
 
 The child’s move joined or preceded the worker’s move.  If the child(ren) joined 

or preceded the parent, spouse, or guardian, record the reason for the child’s later 
move or the worker’s later move.   

 
 The employment is temporary based on the worker’s statement or the employer’s 

statement.  In particular, record the information provided by the worker or 
employer regarding how long they expect the employment to last.  The comment 
should be of sufficient length to adequately document how the recruiter came to 
the eligibility decision.  

 
 The child(ren) qualified on the basis of  “personal subsistence,” meaning “that the 

worker and the worker’s family, as a matter of economic necessity, consume, as a 
substantial portion of their food intake, the crops, dairy products, or livestock they 
produce or the fish they catch.”  (Section 200.81(h)). 
 

 The worker did not obtain qualifying employment as a result of the move.  In this 
case, the recruiter must document that the worker stated that one reason for the 
move was to obtain qualifying work (unless the worker had previously obtained 
qualifying work within 36 months of the Residency Date), AND  

o the worker has a prior history of moves to obtain qualifying work; 
o OR there is other credible evidence that the worker actively sought 

qualifying work soon after the move, but, for reasons beyond the worker’s 
control, the work was not available;  

o OR both.  Examples of credible evidence include a statement by a farmer 
that the worker applied for qualifying work but none was available, or a 
newspaper clipping regarding a recent drought in the area that caused 
work not to be available. 

 
OME recommends that the recruiter provide additional comments on the COE in the 
following circumstances and in any other circumstances in which a third party may 
question the eligibility determination:  
 
 The information on the COE needs additional explanation to be clearly 

understood by an independent outside reviewer.   
 
 The basis for the preliminary eligibility determination is not obvious.  For 

example, the work is unusual enough that an independent reviewer is unlikely to 
understand that it is qualifying work.  An explanation is needed to enable a 
reviewer to understand how the preliminary eligibility determination was made.   

 The work could be part of a "series of activities" that, viewed together, would 
constitute year-round employment (e.g., mending fences on a dairy farm and 
bailing hay could be two parts of year-round ranching with one employer). 

 The work may be viewed by an independent reviewer as either temporary or year-
round employment (e.g., collecting eggs or milking cows). 
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 A "move" is of such brief duration or of such a short distance (or both) that one 
could question whether any migration has occurred (e.g., intra-city or intra-town 
move that is across school district boundaries). 

 A parent or guardian uses a symbol such as an “X” or other valid mark as a 
signature. 

 The person who provided the information on the COE form is not the worker. 

 The qualifying move corresponds to school breaks and could be viewed by some 
as a return from vacation or a move for personal reasons, not a move for 
economic necessity whereby the worker sought or obtained qualifying work.  In 
this case, the recruiter should explain why the move away was for economic 
necessity and not for personal reasons. 

 The mailing address is different from the child’s physical residence; provide the 
mailing address as a comment. 

 The child(ren) and parent moved from different previous residences.  Record the 
parent’s previous School District/City/State/Country of residence. 

Parent/Guardian/Spouse/Worker Signature Section.  The interviewee signs and dates 
the COE on the day the interview is conducted.  The interviewee must also write his or 
her relationship to the child.  
 

I understand the purpose of this form is to help the State determine if the 
child(ren)/youth listed above is/are eligible for the Title I, Part C, Migrant Education 
Program.  To the best of my knowledge, all of the information I provided to the 
interviewer is true. 
 
Signature, Relationship to the child, Date 

 
The person who signs the COE must be the source of the information contained in the 
document and should verify any information provided by another source.  If the parent is 
unable to sign his or her name, the parent must mark an “X” in the signature section and 
the recruiter must print the parent’s name and relationship to the child in the Comments 
section.  If a parent refuses to sign his or her name, the recruiter must document the 
parent’s refusal in the Comments section and print the parent’s name and relationship to 
the child.   
 
Eligibility Data Certification Section.  The recruiter signs and dates the COE on the 
day the interview is conducted.   
 

I certify that based on the information provided to me, which in all relevant aspects is 
reflected above, I am satisfied that these children are migratory children as defined in 
20 U.S.C. 6399(2) and implementing regulations, and thus eligible as such for MEP 
services.  I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the information is true, 
reliable, and valid and I understand that any false statement provided herein that I 
have made is subject to fine or imprisonment pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001.  
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Signature of Interviewer, Date 
Signature of Designated SEA Reviewer, Date 

 
At least one SEA-designated reviewer must check each completed COE to ensure that the 
written documentation is sufficient and that, based on the recorded data, the child(ren) 
may be enrolled in the MEP.  The SEA-designated reviewer must sign and date the COE 
on the day it was reviewed.   
 
NOTE:  If an SEA wishes to add to any portion of the Eligibility Certification Section, it 
must submit its proposed statement to the Office of Migrant Education for approval. 
 
Release of Records. The interviewee marks the box to “Accept” or “Decline” (“Aceptar” 
or “No Aceptar”) the Release of Records statement.  The interviewee then signs and dates 
the Release of Records on the day the interview is conducted.  The interviewee must also 
write his or her relationship to the child. 
 
Pre-MEP Information. Write “Y” if the child has attended school in the USA, and include 
the last grade attended; write “N” is the child has not attended school in the USA.  Write the 
reason(s) for dropout. 
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Chapter V 

 
THE ID&R PLAN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
North Carolina Migrant Education Program 

State ID&R Plan 
 

Recruitment Target Audiences 

Migrant Students attending school (K‐12) 
Migrant Out‐of‐School Preschooler’s 

Migrant Out‐of School Youth (under 21 years old) 

Resource Areas 
Local K‐12 School System  Local Service Agencies & Businesses  Employment 
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Occupational Survey 

 

Pre‐K Programs 
(Head Start & Partnership for Children) 

Local Farmers/Crew 
Leaders/Contractor Lists 

SIMS/NCWISE 
(Reports) 

Health Programs 
(Health Departments & Migrant Clinics) 

Employment Security 
Commission 

School Personnel 
(Meetings) 

 
Statewide Agencies 

(Cooperative Extension & Social Services) 
Telamon Corporation 

Annual Recruitment Calendar 
Complete a Recruitment Calendar annually and send it to the State ID&R Coordinator 

Target county migrant labor concentration 
Base it on qualifying agricultural activities and seasons 

List primary person(s) responsible for ID&R of migrant children/youth 
Recruitment activities (migrant labor camps, housing, social events, etc.) 

Recruitment schedules 

Enrollment Verification Procedures 

Enrollment Verification for all migrant children enrolled from the regular school year 
to the summer period must be completed and reported to the SEA 

Resolving Eligibility Questions 
Discuss eligibility question within your local LEA staff 

Refer to guidance 
Contact SEA/ID&R Coordinator 

ID&R Training 
New Recruiters  All Recruiters 

Contact NCDPI for training within 
10 days of employment 

Attend State Education Agency Trainings 

Evaluation 

Complete the Identification & Recruitment Evaluation Report annually 
and send it to the State ID&R Coordinator 

How to use the State ID&R Plan: 
 
The ID&R Plan is a primary tool that guides the local MEP towards locating, recruiting, 
and serving migrant families.  The ID&R Plan should be used as a resource that is 
customized to the specific needs in the LEAs, community resource areas, and the 
families’ migratory life style. 
 
ID&R Evaluation Report: 
 
The LEA must submit an “ID&R Evaluation Report” to the SEA ID&R coordinator once 
a year.  The report must include a detailed list of ID&R activities that took place in the 
identified resource areas.  The report must also describe the following: a) the type of 
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activities that took place; b) when, where and how they were conducted; c) the outcomes, 
such as how many families/workers where interviewed and how many actually qualified 
for the MEP. 
 
The report must evaluate the effectiveness of ID&R efforts and make the appropriate 
recommendations, such as changing the time when recruitment is taking place in a 
particular resource area, discontinuing recruitment activities in a specific setting, or 
adding a new place to conduct recruitment. 
 

Regional Recruiters will submit a monthly “Activity Log,” “County Checklist,” and 
“Contacts Form” to the SEA ID&R coordinator along with the yearly “ID&R Evaluation 
Report.” 

Annual Recruitment Calendar: 
 
The LEA must also submit a recruitment calendar to the SEA ID&R coordinator once a 
year.  The calendar should target local migrant labor concentration; it must be based on 
local potentially qualifying agricultural activities and peak seasons. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter VI 
 

RECRUITMENT TOOLS 
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Conducting a Successful Interview: 
 
The interview is the most important tool a recruiter must use when recruiting 
families/workers and making eligibility determinations for the MEP. It is not required for 
the families/workers to present any written proof of the information they provide 
verbally. Therefore, the recruiter must rely on his or her interviewing skills to guarantee 
that the information obtained is accurate and reliable.  
 
Respecting the fact that each recruiter has his or her own style of interviewing families, 
the information included in this section may be taken as guidance with recommendations 
and “tips.” 
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Interviewing Techniques: 
 
How the recruiter presents himself or herself can be the most important aspect of the 
interviewing process; it can open or close the door. Developing a level of comfort and 
openness with the interviewee is a recruiter’s responsibility. 
 
Self-introduction: Identify yourself as being affiliated with the school system.  Explain 
why you’re making the home visit. 
Examples: 
 
 I understand you are new to the area. 

 
 The school told me that your children have recently registered. 

 
 I’m canvassing your apartment complex. 

 
Develop rapport with the family/worker: Through general conversation, eligibility 
questions can be answered and eligibility can be determined. 
 
Determine eligibility: If the family is eligible, inform them. If not, explain why and refer 
them to any applicable programs and agencies. 
 
Complete a COE: Explain to the family that the COE is confidential and is required for 
enrollment in the program. 
 
Provide specifics of the program: Explain the services and available referrals. 
 
Tips to Consider when Conducting Recruitment Home Visits and Interviews: 
 
Take safety precautions from the beginning.  For example, stay near the door during a 
home visit and make a note of all exits.  Carry a cell phone with you, if possible. 
 
Keep your keys accessible.  Carry your keys in your pocket or hand.  Don't carry a purse 
if you can avoid it.  Lock it in the trunk of your car before you start your trip, not after 
you arrive at your destination. 
 
Anticipate that the unexpected may happen, and formulate a tentative plan of action. 
 
Smile.  Greet the family with a genuine and friendly smile.  Smiles naturally put people at 
ease.  Be yourself with the family. Let them know you are someone who cares and is 
there for support. 
 
Talk to them with respect and courtesy.  Never, ever talk down to them.  People can tell if 
you are sincere and will respond accordingly.  Let them know you are there in the interest 
of their child.  Always thank the parents for their time meeting with you, whether at their 
home or at another location. 
 
When you arrive for your first visit, introduce yourself and present your credentials.  
Explain briefly the program's purpose and definitions.  Do not spend a lot of time 
explaining the program and building a parent's expectations to a high level until you 
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determine if they qualify for the program. Once you have established that the children 
qualify for the program, and then explain it in detail. 
 
If you have freebies like rulers, pencils, coupons, and resource packets to give to the 
parents, doing this at the beginning of the visit can ease any anxiety they may have.  
Make sure that the resource packet contains general information that can apply to any 
family and therefore is not specifically singling them out. 
 
If seating is lacking, many recruiters will sit on the floor and act like they do it every day.  
Your actions should let them know that you are not there to spy on them or look for bad 
things in their home.  If you constantly look around, it tends to make the family nervous 
because they feel that you are expecting to see something wrong.  Maintain eye contact. 
 
Talk to the children in the home.  It helps the parents feel more comfortable.  Avoid value 
judgments. 
 
In some cultures, the family feels obligated to offer you something to eat or to drink, even 
if all that they have is a glass of water.  You must understand enough about these 
situations that you do not refuse what is offered, even if you are not thirsty. 
 
Be cautious sharing personal information about yourself or your family. 
 
Talk to them about their home and family.  If they have something noteworthy about their 
lives, comment on that or discuss (let them discuss) what is immediately and obviously 
important to them.  Listen to what they have to say.  Begin with asking information about 
their child or children.  This will get them interested and put them more at ease as you get 
more specific and lead into questions on the COE. 
 
After obtaining all the COE information, run through the information with them again to 
make sure you have entered it correctly. 
 
Leave your program's phone number and address information so they can contact you or 
the advocate. 
 
Thank them for letting you into their home or arranging to meet with you. 
 
 
 
Red Flags that Indicate Possible No Qualification: 
 
During the course of a parent interview, there are a few “red flags” that should alert the 
recruiter to the need to ask additional probing questions related to the family’s eligibility.  
These “red flags” do not automatically mean that a family is not eligible, but that 
additional clarifying questions need to be asked before deciding whether the family is 
eligible. 
 
Each red flag listed below indicates misidentification of migrant children.  Further 
information may be necessary to establish eligibility.  It is the responsibility of the ID & 
R staff to identify and gather the additional information to provide evidence for any 
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eligibility decision made.  These are a few of the “red flags” that may be helpful in all 
interviews: 
 
 First agricultural or fishing move in work history: The family has not done 

agricultural or fishing work before. 
 
 Move is from urban or nontraditional migrant areas: The family moves from 

urban or other areas where migrant activities do not take place. 
 
 Households where some members have occupations that are not in 

agriculture/fishing: Members of the household have other kinds of employment 
other than an agricultural or fishing job. 

 
 Worker has an occupation for part of the year (especially if he/ she goes back to 

this job regularly) that is not in agriculture/fishing: The qualifying worker works 
for part of the year in employment other than the agriculture or fishing job. 

 
 Lifestyle where migrant farm work does not seem to be an important factor in the 

family's life (such as nontraditional migrant housing, no school interruptions): 
The information obtained in the interview does not agree with what the recruiter 
observes. 

 
 Few people in household: In a household with few people, other nonqualifying 

work may be sufficient to support the family. 
 
 Work sought but not obtained moves: The purpose of the move is to look for 

work, which is not obtained, or the work is not performed at the same time as the 
move. 

 
 Timing or off-season move: The move was made to look for work that is not 

performed at that time of year. 
 
 Very short-term move, short distance move, or both: The move is for a short 

period of time or over a short distance. 
 
 No longer doing qualifying work: At the time of the interview the qualifying work 

is no longer being performed.  
 
 
The Occupational Survey: 
 
The occupational survey is a recruitment-screening tool used by the MEP at schools.  It 
includes a brief explanation of what the MEP is as well as the basic eligibility questions, 
which must be answered by the child’s parent(s) or guardian.  The information collected 
through this questionnaire will allow the recruiter to determine if any new child enrolled 
in school is a potentially qualifying migrant student. 
 
A sample of the state occupational survey, both in English and Spanish, is included in 
this manual. LEAs are entitled to adapt it and make changes as needed.  Some LEAs have 
developed their own “screening questionnaires,” which are known by different names. 
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How to Use the Occupational Survey: 
 
Using the occupational survey as a recruitment-screening tool requires developing and 
following a consistent procedure on how and when the survey will reach the parent(s) or 
guardian and the recruiter. If this step is met, the occupational survey becomes an 
effective recruitment tool that guarantees that any new qualifying migrant student will be 
identified and enrolled in the MEP soon after his or her school enrollment. The N.C. 
MEP’s goal is to identify and enroll a migrant student in the MEP in less than 30 days 
following his or her school enrollment. 
 
LEAs will develop their own procedure to use the occupational survey according to the 
local resources, needs, and goals. However, a model of how to use the occupational 
survey includes these steps and ideas: 
 
 Include the occupational survey in the school enrollment package. This 

guarantees that any new child enrolled in the school will complete the 
occupational survey as they do the other required forms. 

 
 The MEP staff should investigate which procedure is required to obtain 

permission in their LEA to include the occupational survey in the enrollment 
package. For example, some LEAs require the superintendent’s approval. 

 
 If the parent(s) or guardian requires assistance with completing the school 

enrollment package due to language, culture or illiteracy barriers, school staff 
should be available or assigned to help families. This person may be the MEP 
recruiter, LEP teacher, LEP or MEP teacher assistant (or both), school counselor 
or social worker, school secretary, or some other staff member. It is a good 
practice to inform this person about the MEP and make him or her aware that 
completing the occupational survey is very important. 

 
 Establish a procedure whereby the local recruiter will receive the occupational 

surveys from the schools as soon as they are completed.  For example, the 
assigned school staff assisting families contacts the recruiter upon a new 
enrollment; the recruiter contacts the school on a regular basis to check if any new 
child enrollment has taken place; or the completed occupation surveys are sent to 
the recruiter. 

 
 

o Experience has shown that the success of using the occupational survey 
depends on this step.  If there is no consistency in informing the recruiter 
of new occupational surveys or if they are just filed in the child’s school 
record, the effectiveness of using the survey as a recruitment-screening 
tool is reduced significantly. 

 
o In cases where the recruiter is also assigned to assist families in 

completing the enrollment package, this step is not necessary. 
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 Assess the information obtained through the occupational survey to determine if 
the child is a potentially qualifying migrant student.  If necessary, contact the 
family to gather or clarify information to take such determination. 

 
 Arrange a home visit to the families identified as potentially qualifying migrant 

families and conduct the MEP eligibility interview. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample Occupational Survey (English): 
 

MIGRANT EDUCATION PROGRAM OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY 

 
The Migrant Education Program, through the North Carolina Department of 
Public Instruction, provides support and instructional services to children and 
families that have migrated to North Carolina within the last 3 years.  To qualify 
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for the program, families must have moved in search of work in agriculture, food 
processing, and/or fishing industries.  The program enrolls youth from age 3 
through 21, whether they attend school or not.  Please help us determine if your 
children qualify to receive these free services. 
 
Parent/Guardian Name:   _____________________________________________ 
 
Current Address:  ___________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________ Zip Code: _____________  
 
Telephone Number:  ________________________ Cell:  ________________ 
 
When did you move to _________________ County, NC?  Month ___ Year ____ 
Where did you live before you came here?  ______________________________ 
Did your family come here to do agricultural work?   YES NO 
Did your family come here to work in food processing plants? YES NO 
Has your family done this kind of work in the last 3 years?  YES NO 
Where have you found work since you came here?   
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Please give information on all of your children, relatives, or other persons living 
in your household who are between the ages of 3 and 21, and who came with 
you or came to join you. 

 
 
            Last Name                           First Name                  Age          Grade 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Parent/Guardian Signature   ________________________________Date:______ 
 
 
Sample Occupational Survey (Spanish): 
 

Programa de Educación Para Estudiantes Migrantes 

Encuesta Ocupacional 
 

El Programa de Educación para Estudiantes Migrantes, a través del Departamento de 
Instrucción Pública del Estado, provee servicios de apoyo a los niños y familias que se 
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han mudado a Carolina del Norte durante los últimos 3 años.  Para calificar, las familias 
deben de haberse mudado de un lugar a otro en busca de trabajo temporal en 
agricultura o pesca.  El Programa registra a niños y jóvenes entre las edades de 3 a 21 
años (asistan o no a la escuela).  Agradecemos que nos ayude a determinar si su niño o 
pariente califica para recibir servicios en este programa, pues pudieran calificar para 
nuestro servicios gratis. 
 
Nombre de Padre/Guardián:  ________________________________________________ 
 
Dirección Actual:  _________________________________________________________ 
 
Ciudad:  ________________________  Estado:  _________  Código Postal: _________ 
 
Teléfono de la Casa:  ________________________   Teléfono Celular:   ____________ 
 
¿Cuándo se mudo para el condado de ____________, NC?      Mes _____ Año ______ 
 
Indicar previa dirección o vivienda  ___________________________________________ 
 
¿Su familia vino aquí a trabajar en la agricultura?    Sí No 
 
¿Su familia vino aquí a trabajar en plantas de proceso de alimento 

 (cerdos, pollos, pavos, etc.)?     Sí No 
 

¿Ha hecho su familia este tipo de trabajo en los últimos 3 años?  Sí  No 
 

¿Ha encontrado trabajo desde que usted vino aquí? 
________________________________________________________ 
 
Por favor llene la siguiente información sobre sus hijos, familiares, u otras personas que 
vivan con usted y que tengan entre las edades de 3 a 21 años y que vinieron con usted 
o se unieron con usted. 
 
A. Apellido Primer Nombre Edad Grado 

    
    
    
    
    
 
Firma de Padre/Guardián _____________________________________  Fecha _______ 
 
 
Family Education Rights & Privacy Act: 
 
Confidentiality: 
 
It is crucial that confidentiality be maintained in dealing with all matters related to 
identification and recruitment efforts. No outside agency, firm or private citizen should 
be able to receive personal identifiable information on an individual migrant family 
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through the school, unless authorized by the parent. This, however, does not preclude 
education agencies from sharing records or information about the child. This is in 
compliance with the Federal Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974. 
 
FERPA 74 SEC. 438 (b) (1) (A) - (D): 
 
"(b) (1) No funds shall be made available under any applicable program to any State or 
local educational agency, any institution of higher education, any community college, any 
school, agency offering a preschool program, or any other educational institution which 
has a policy of permitting the release of personal identifiable records or files (or personal 
information contained therein) of students without the written consent of their parents to 
any individual, agency, or organization, other than the following: 
 

"(A) Other school officials, including teachers within the educational institution 
or local educational agency who have legitimate educational interests; 

 
"(B) Officials of other schools or school systems in which the student intends to 
enroll, upon condition that the student's parents be notified of the transfer, receive 
a copy of the record if desired, and have an opportunity for a hearing to challenge 
the content of the record; 

 
"(C) Authorized representatives of (i) the Comptroller General of the United 
States, (ii) the Secretary, (iii) an administrative head of an education agency (as 
defined in section 409 of this Act), or (iv) State educational authorities, under the 
conditions set forth in paragraph (3) of this subsection; and 

 
"(D) In connection with a student's application for, or receipt of, financial aid”. 

 
Legal Issues – The Rights of Immigrant Children: 
 
Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982) 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that undocumented children and young adults have the 
same right to attend public primary and secondary schools as do U.S. citizens and 
permanent residents.  Like other children, undocumented students are obliged under state 
law to attend school until they reach a mandated age. 
 
As a result of the Plyler ruling, public schools may not: 
 

 Deny admission to a student during initial enrollment or at any other time 
on the basis of undocumented status. 

 
 Treat a student disparately to determine residency. 

 
 Engage in any practices to “chill” the right of access to school. 

 
 Require students or parents to disclose or document their immigration 

status. 
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 Make inquiries of students or parents that may expose their undocumented 
status. 

 
 Require social security numbers from all students, as this may expose 

undocumented status. 
 
Students without social security numbers should be assigned a number generated 
by the school.  Adults without social security numbers who are applying for a free 
lunch and/or breakfast program on behalf of a student need only indicate on the 
application that they do not have a social security number. 

 
Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974) 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court held (1) that discrimination on the basis of language proficiency 
is discrimination on the basis of national origin under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 and (2) that treating people with different needs in the same way is not equal 
treatment. 
 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 states, "No person in the United States shall, on 
the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied 
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving 
Federal financial assistance." 
 
In Lau, the U.S. Supreme Court stated, in part, "Basic English skills are at the very core 
of what these public schools teach. Imposition of a requirement that, before a child can 
effectively participate in the educational program, he must already have acquired these 
basic skills is to make a mockery of public education. We know that those who do not 
understand English are certain to find their classroom experiences wholly 
incomprehensible and in no way meaningful." 
 
Castaneda v. Pickard, 648 F.2d 989 (5th Cir. 1981) 
 
The Court of Appeals articulated a three-part test for assessing a school system's 
treatment of limited English proficient students. The standard requires (1) a sound 
approach to the education of these students, (2) reasonable implementation of the 
approach, and (3) outcomes reflecting that the approach is working. 
 
Mexican Cities/Villages with State Abbreviations:
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Chapter VII 
 

NC ID&R UPDATES 
 

(add as received) 


